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ABSTRACT Akt plays a key role in the Ras/PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway. In breast cancer, Akt translocation to the
plasma membrane is enabled by the interaction of its pleckstrin homology domain (PHD) with calmodulin (CaM). At the mem-
brane, the conformational change promoted by PIP3 releases CaM and facilitates Thr308 and Ser473 phosphorylation and acti-
vation. Here, using modeling and molecular dynamics simulations, we aim to figure out how CaM interacts with Akt’s PHD at the
atomic level. Our simulations show that CaM-PHD interaction is thermodynamically stable and involves a b-strand rather than an
a-helix, in agreement with NMR data, and that electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions are critical. The PHD interacts with
CaM lobes; however, multiple modes are possible. IP4, the polar head of PIP3, weakens the CaM-PHD interaction, implicating
the release mechanism at the plasma membrane. Recently, we unraveled the mechanism of PI3Ka activation at the atomistic
level and the structural basis for Ras role in the activation. Here, our atomistic structural data clarify the mechanism of how CaM
interacts, delivers, and releases Akt—the next node in the Ras/PI3K pathway—at the plasma membrane.
SIGNIFICANCE Akt is a principal component in the Ras/PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway, translocating to the plasma
membrane by calmodulin that releases autoinhibition. At the membrane, PIP3 binding releases calmodulin, facilitating
phosphorylation of Thr308 at the activation loop by PDK1 and Ser473 in the C-terminal tail by mTORC2, fully activating Akt.
Inspired by the recent observation that calmodulin activates Akt in breast cancer, we performed MD simulations of multiple
docking models, demonstrating that multiple modes of the calmodulin interactions with Akt-PHD are possible. Although the
CaM-PHD association is thermodynamically favorable, IP4 attenuates the interaction, clarifying the release mechanism at
the plasma membrane. The details of the CaM-PHD release mechanism obtained uncover a potentially promising
therapeutic strategy for breast and other related cancer types.
INTRODUCTION

The Akt protein (protein kinase B), a serine/threonine ki-
nase, belongs to the AGC family (PKA, PKC, and PKG)
of protein kinases. The family consists of over 60 evolution-
arily related Ser/Thr protein kinases, most of which are
modulated by phosphorylation of the C-terminal and the
activation loop (1,2). Among the diverse signaling proteins,
Akt has drawn vast attention. Through its numerous cellular
substrates, Akt regulates cell survival, suppressing apoptosis
and glucose metabolism. Its activation is associated with
growth and survival signals, which physiologically are initi-
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ated at the cell surface by receptor-ligand interactions (3–5).
The Akt1, Akt2, and Akt3 isoforms are products of different
genes. They are very closely related and conserved. Howev-
er, they exhibit function-specific differences in cell prolifer-
ation, apoptosis, and migration in human cancers (6–9).
Hyperactivation of Akt1 promotes cancer and tissue over-
growth disorders (10,11). By contrast, inactivation of Akt2
is associated with insulin resistance in model organisms
(12) and inherited diabetes in humans due to mutations
(13), whereas Akt3 mediates brain development in mice
(14). Akt1 (henceforth Akt) comprises three conserved
domains: an N-terminal pleckstrin homology domain
(PHD), a conserved catalytic kinase domain, and a flexible
C-terminal regulatory domain (Fig. 1), which encompasses
a phosphorylation site (15,16). Akt serves as a major
component of the phospholipid signaling pathway involving
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FIGURE 1 The domain structure of Akt and

sequence and three-dimensional structure of the

Akt PHD. In the domain structure of Akt (upper

left panel), two phosphorylation sites (T308 and

S473) are marked. In the sequence of the Akt PHD

(lower left panel), the hydrophobic, hydrophilic/

glycine, positively charged, and negatively charged

residues are colored black, green, blue, and red,

respectively. The crystal structure of the PHD of

Akt (PBD: 1H10) with marked secondary structure

(right panel) is shown. To see this figure in color,

go online.
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phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP3). In this
pathway, PIP3 levels are controlled by the opposing actions
of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and phosphatase
and tensin homolog (PTEN) (17). The activation of Akt is
instigated upon growth factor stimulation of PI3K, which
leads to a higher concentration of PIP3 at the plasma mem-
brane from phosphatidylinositol 3,4-bisphosphate (PIP2)
(18–22). PIP3 and PIP2 phospholipids are localized in the
plasma membrane, and PIP3 binding to Akt’s N-terminal
PHD triggers its conformational change at the plasma mem-
brane (3,18,22–24). Unlike most AGC kinases, which lack
the PHD, the Akt PHD shows a high binding affinity for
PIP3 (25,26). The interaction of Akt’s PHD and PIP3 is a
hallmark in Akt pathways and required for phosphorylation
and downstream activation of effector proteins (19,23).

The PHD consists of a C-terminal amphipathic helix, two
antiparallel sheets, and three variable loops (Fig. 1). Translo-
cation ofAkt to plasmamembrane containing PIP3 is required
for its phosphorylation and activation, whereas Akt dissocia-
tion from the plasma membrane leads to rapid dephosphory-
lation and inactivation (27). Recruitment of Akt to the
membrane (28) by CaM releases the autoinhibition of the
kinase domain. Phosphorylation of Ser473 in the C-terminal
regulatory domain by mammalian target of rapamycin com-
plex 2 (mTORC2) and Thr308 at the activation loop in the ki-
nase domain by phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1 (PDK1)
activate Akt (29,30). At the plasma membrane, Akt is regu-
lated by phosphatidylserine (PS), where PS interacts with
key residues in the PHDand regulatory domain,with the inter-
action promoting the binding of Akt to PIP3 (31,32). The
cooperativity between PS and PIP3 was proposed to trigger
Akt interdomain conformational changes leading to phos-
phorylation of Ser473 and Thr308 (31,32). In the absence of
incoming signals, Akt is autoinhibited (27), with the PHD in-
teracting with the kinase domain in a closed conformation
(33,34), blocking phosphorylation of Thr308 by PDK1 (34).
Relieving the autoinhibition upon PHD binding to CaM, and
subsequently at themembrane toPIP3 releasingCaM, exposes
Thr308 for phosphorylation (33,35). Mutations in the PHD
that weaken the interaction between the PHD and the kinase
domain result in constitutive activation (36).

In breast cancer cells, calmodulin (CaM) binds to Akt (36).
Upon epidermal growth factor simulation, CaM colocalizes
with the PHD to the plasma membrane to enable Akt mem-
brane binding and activation (4). Disruption of the interaction
between CaM and the PHD by a CaM antagonist inhibited
CaM-PHD translocation to the plasma membrane, leading
to cell death in tumorigenic mammary carcinoma cells
(4,37). Protein ligation studies established that binding of
the PHD to the kinase domain linker promotes pSer473-Akt
phosphorylation releasing the autoinhibition exerted by the
PHD. According to one recently proposed mechanism, phos-
phorylation of Ser477/Thr479 activated Akt through an allo-
steric mechanism involving loop interaction with the kinase
domain linker, which reduces PHD autoinhibition, lowering
PIP3 affinity (29). Taken together, these findings imply that
synergies betweenmembrane lipids and thePHD, interactions
between the PHD and the kinase domain linker, and interac-
tions between CaM and the PHD are required for Akt translo-
cation, phosphorylation, and activation, respectively.

Akt is a critical node in the Ras/PI3K/Akt/mTOR
pathway. Within our long-term aim of unraveling the activa-
tion and signaling of Ras oncogenic signaling and its dysre-
gulation in cancer, recently, we deciphered the mechanism
of PI3Ka activation at the atomistic level (38) and the struc-
tural basis for the role of Ras in the activation (39). Here, we
take the next step in this pathway. NMR experiments
established how CaM binds the PHD and showed the
conformational changes that are involved, which facilitate
translocating Akt to the plasma membrane. Here, employing
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we
explore the interplay between CaM and the Akt PHD that
leads to Akt membrane anchoring and activation and, via
PIP3, to its release. To delineate how CaM releases the
PHD at the membrane, we employed a small molecule,
inositol 1,3,4,5-tetrakisphospahte (IP4), the polar head of
PIP3, in the CaM-PHD interaction. The binding affinity of
PIP3 to Akt is greater than IP4 (40). Our observations clarify
Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021 1995
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the activation mechanism, which may help in the discovery
of Akt1-specific small molecules to inhibit this kinase.
Nonspecific drugs that inhibit other Akt isoforms, for
example, Akt2 in glucose metabolism, could result in a dia-
betes-like syndrome (41). Drugs targeting the interaction
explored here may explore ATP noncompetitive allosteric
drug away from the catalytic site.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generating initial configurations of CaM-PHD
complex

Crystal structures of CaM with extended (PDB: 1CLL) and collapsed (PDB:

1CDL) linkers and the PHD of Akt (PDB: 1H10) bound to IP4 were down-

loaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (42). To obtain initial complex

structures of CaM-PHD for MD simulations, the structures were docked us-

ing InteractiveROSETTA (43). Before docking, the missing NH3 terminus

and residues 1–4 of CaMwere added using Discovery Studio (44). To collect

multiple decoys, a series of docking were performed. The chemical shift per-

turbations (CSPs) from previous NMR studies (23,31) were traced, and high-

ly perturbed residues (>0.1 ppm) were mapped on the crystal structures of

CaM and the Akt PHD (Fig. S1). The mapped CSPs were used to guide

the selection of the interface residues. The predicted CaM-PHD complex de-

coys were ranked based on the Rosetta scoring energy function. We meticu-

lously selected the CaM-PHD dimeric complexes based on these scores,

conformations, and interface residues that were in agreement with the

NMR data (23,31). For every CaM conformation, initial configurations of

the CaM-PHD complex were selected: five configurations (Configs. 1–5)

with the extended CaM and three configurations (Configs. 6–8) with the

collapsed CaM. Using NACCESS software (45), the accessible surface areas

for all configurations (Configs. 1–8) (Table S1) were calculated. The docking

results from InteractiveROSETTA (43) showed that the N-lobe of CaM with

the extended linker alone is incapable of Akt-PHD binding, but the C-lobe

alone is. The prediction tool, Protein Interactions by Structural Matching

(46), gave similar binding modes between CaM and the Akt PHD. IP4 is

the polar head of PIP3, whereas IP3 is the polar head of PIP2. Both molecules

(IP4 and IP3) lack the acyl chains and/or the glycerol group, which is essential

for lipid binding. Of note, during the docking, IP4 was excluded or removed

from the PHD to generate only CaM-PHD complexes. To observe the effect

of IP4 on the CaM-PHD interaction, initial configurations of the CaM-PHD

complex containing IP4 by adding IP4 to the b-sandwich pocket of the PHD

using the same configurations (Configs. 1–8) were generated by PyMOLmo-

lecular graphics system (47). Eight additional configurations with IP4 were

obtained: five configurations (Configs. 9–13) with the extended CaM and

three configurations (Configs. 14–16) with the collapsed CaM (Table S2).

The CHARMM all-atom additive force field (version c42) (48,49) was em-

ployed to build all simulation inputs. In the simulations with the small mol-

ecules IP3/IP4, the coordinates of 4IP (IP4 in this study) were extracted from

the crystal structures of the Akt PHD (PDB: 1UNQ and 1H10). The standard

CHARMM program (48) provides the topologies and parameters for the

phosphatidylinositol lipids, PIP2 and PIP3. The inositol headgroups of the

lipids were extracted and modified to IP3 and IP4. The same topologies

and parameters adopted from the phosphatidylinositol lipids were applied

to these small molecules.
Atomistic MD simulation protocol

After the docking, we performed atomistic MD simulations for all 16 con-

figurations with and without IP4 in solution. These simulations closely

mirrored the protocol described in our previous publications (50–60).

Several rigid body minimization steps (10,000 steps) followed by a dy-

namic cycle of 50,000 steps for all systems were implemented. The
1996 Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021
TIP3P water model was utilized to generate the isometric unit cell box,

which contains the protein complex. The unit cell box dimensions are

100 � 100 � 100 Å3, containing 265 protein residues in total with 148 res-

idues in CaM and 117 residues in the Akt PHD. Subsequently, the systems

were neutralized with counterions and satisfied a total ion concentration

near 100 mM: 68 Naþ and 50 Cl� (complexes without IP4) and 72 Naþ

and 46 Cl� (complexes with IP4). We applied harmonic restraints to all

heavy atoms (k ¼ 5 kcal/mol/Å2/atom) and gradually relaxed to k ¼ 0

with a full particle mesh Ewald calculation for long-range electrostatic in-

teractions in the pre-equilibration stages of the simulations. Also, a 12 Å

cutoff local interaction distance was used for both the electrostatic and

van der Waals (vdW) calculations and a scaling factor for one to four short

range electrostatic and vdW interactions. Next, the Langevin temperature

control was employed to maintain a constant temperature at 310 K.

Nos�e-Hoover Langevin piston pressure control was used to sustain the

pressure at 101,325 Pa (1 atm). For production runs of 1 ms (1000 ns) at

2 fs/step, the NAMD parallel-computing code (61) was employed on the

Biowulf cluster at the National Institute of Health (Bethesda, MD). To guar-

antee that equilibrium was reached for each system, the root mean-square

deviation (RMSD) and energy trajectories were computed as a function

of time. Finally, we deploy the CHARMM program (48) to analyze the

simulation trajectories. Averages were taken after 300 ns, discarding initial

transient trajectories. The average interaction energy was calculated over

the last half of the 1 ms trajectory, ensuring that the systems reached to

equilibration after 500 ns. The presented total interaction energy calculated

by the CHARMM program (48) is a sum of electrostatic and vdW interac-

tions between two proteins.
Binding free energy calculation of the CaM-PHD
complex

To determine the binding free energy of the CaM interaction with the Akt

PHD, we used the molecular mechanics energies combined with the gener-

alized Born surface area continuum solvation (MM-GBSA). As shown in

Eq. 1, the average binding free energy constitutes three components: the

gas phase contribution, the solvation contribution, and the entropic

contribution,

hDGbi ¼ hDGsoli þ
�
DGgas

�� TDS; (1)

where the notations Gb, Gsol, Ggas, and TDS denote the binding free en-

ergy, the solvation energy contribution, the gas phase contribution, and

the entropic contribution respectively, and the angle brackets indicate

the average along the simulations. The solvation free energy was calcu-

lated by the GB using the GBSW module (62) of the CHARMM pro-

gram (48). The total entropy term in Eq. 1 above is further partitioned

into the translational, rotational, and vibrational contributions. We eval-

uated the translational and rotational entropies from the calculation of

principal moment of inertia and obtained the vibrational entropy from

the quasiharmonic mode calculation in the VIBRAN module of the

CHARMM program (48). The alteration in binding free energy due to

the complex formation between CaM and the Akt PHD is computed

as follows:

DGb ¼ GComplex
b � �

GCaM
b þGPHD

b

�
: (2)

The full description of the calculation protocol has been published else-

where (51–60). The change in binding free energy triggered by the presence

of IP4 in the CaM-PHD interaction can be obtained by the calculation

DDGb ¼ DGwith
b � DGwithout

b ; (3)

where ‘‘with’’ and ‘‘without’’ denote involvement of IP4 in the CaM-PHD

interaction.
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Clustering the ensembles

Ensemble Cluster in Chimera (63) can cluster members of a conformational

ensemble of a protein containing the same atoms and present the clusters of

protein conformations. To determine the most populated (favorable) state

(conformation) of each CaM-PHD dimeric complex, we clustered all the

simulation frames using Chimera (63) with a step size of 10 and selected

the topmost clusters. The ensemble clustering in Chimera is based on pair-

wise best-fit RMSD values, which returns the clusters, their sizes, and their

conformational representatives. In the clustering, 10,000 frames for each

configuration from the simulations were employed in Ensemble Cluster

using a tool in the MD/Ensemble Analysis categories. Bio-3D (64) was

deployed to perform principal component analysis (PCA) on the trajectories

for each model to obtain a PCA conformer plot, a scree plot, and a collec-

tive motion defined by PC1.
RESULTS

Atomistic MD simulations were carried out on the 16 con-
figurations of CaM-PHD complexes. Configs. 1–8 are
without IP4 (Fig. S2 A) and Configs. 9–16 with IP4
(Fig. S2 B). During the simulations, the interaction between
CaM and the Akt PHD appears to be thermodynamically
stable, favorable especially for configurations with extended
CaM as depicted in the final conformations of the CaM-
PHD complex (Fig. 2 A). However, when IP4 is loaded
onto PHD (Fig. 2 B), the CaM-PHD interaction appears
weaker, causing the N-lobe of CaM to rapidly dissociate
from the complex. In the collapsed form of CaM, some con-
figurations show stronger binding in the presence of IP4,
especially when IP4 is far away from the CaM-PHD inter-
face. The RMSD profiles (Fig. S3) of the configurations
show that the PHD is more stable compared to CaM, whose
fluctuation increases when IP4 was involved in the dimeric
interface.
Selection of best models for the CaM-PHD dimeric
complex

After the simulations of selected models, statistical and
conformational analyses were performed to select the best
would-be models of CaM-PHD dimeric complexes. First,
we computed the total interaction energy (contributions
from electrostatic and vdW interactions) for the complex
with and without IP4. For Configs. 1–8 without IP4
(Fig. S4 A), the averaged total interaction energy showed
that the extended CaM (Configs. 1–5) appears to have a
stronger interaction with Akt-PHD than the collapsed
CaM (Configs. 6–8), suggesting a favorable CaM conforma-
tion in the interaction with the PHD. It is expected that in the
presence of IP4, the interaction of CaM with the Akt PHD
can decrease because of competition with IP4. This prompts
us to delineate probable models of the CaM-PHD interac-
tion. For CaM with the extended linker, Configs. 9, 11,
and 13 decrease the CaM-PHD interaction when IP4 is
loaded to the PHD compared with the corresponding Con-
figs. 1, 3, and 5 without IP4, respectively (Fig. S4 B). This
is consistent with experimental findings (23) when CaM
cannot extract the Akt PHD from the plasma membrane.
The experimental results showed that the Akt PHD has a
greater affinity to PIP3-containing membranes and CaM is
displaced and unable to bind concomitantly (23). However,
Configs. 10 and 12 with IP4 increase the CaM-PHD interac-
tion compared with the corresponding Configs. 2 and 4
without IP4, respectively, indicating a less favorable model
of the CaM-PHD interaction. For CaM with the collapsed
linker, we also observed that Configs. 14–16 with IP4
increase the CaM-PHD interaction compared to Configs.
6–8 without IP4, respectively. This suggests that the
collapsed CaM may not be a populated conformation in
the interaction with the PHD.

Next, we determined the Gibbs free energy from MM-
GBSA calculations (Fig. 3). The details of the decomposi-
tion of each term of the Gibbs free energy are summarized
in Table S3. The MM-GBSA results were largely consistent
with the interaction energy. Configs.1, 2, 5, 3, and 4 are ar-
ranged in the order of decreasing binding free energy, all of
which agreed with the NMR data (23,31) except Config. 4.
That is, Config. 12 with IP4 has a more favorable binding
free energy than Config. 4, which contradicts the experi-
mental findings (23). Also, the MM-GBSA results indicate
that the CaM with collapsed linker is not consistent with
NMR experiments. For instance, Configs. 6 and 7 without
IP4 yielded positive values of the binding free energy,
whereas Configs. 14 and 15 with IP4 yielded negative values
of the binding free energy. Config. 8 without IP4 yielded
negative binding free energy, but Config. 16 with IP4 shows
a better binding. Finally, we computed the change in binding
free energy,DDGb, due to the presence of IP4 for all systems
(Table 1).DDGb is increased for Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, indi-
cating that IP4 possibly disrupts or weakens the interaction
between CaM-PHD, consistent with the experiments. For
the remaining configurations, we observed what was con-
trary to the NMR experiments (23,31). In short, Configs.
1, 2, 3, and 5 of CaM-PHD complexes were selected as
our best models based on our criteria, which are supported
by the NMR data (23,31). Our modeling suggests that the
extended CaM may be the populated conformation in the
interaction with the PHD.
Interface residues of CaM-PHD dimeric
complexes

NMR, as well as other biophysical and biochemical
methods, has unearthed CaM’s binding to the Akt PHD
with a dissociation constant (Kd) of 100 nM in a 1:1 stoichi-
ometry (23). These experiments have also revealed that
CaM’s N- and C-terminal lobes are essential for Akt-PHD
binding and that electrostatic interactions greatly contribute
to CaM-PHD association. Moreover, favorable hydrophobic
interactions appear to stabilize the CaM-PHD dimeric
complex (23). After the MD simulations, the types of
Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021 1997



FIGURE 2 Final structures of the CaM-PHD complex. Cartoon representatives of the CaM-PHD complex for (A) Configs. 1–8 without IP4 and (B) Configs.

9–16 with IP4 are shown. CaM is colored red, and the PHD is colored blue. The N-lobe and C-lobe of CaM are marked. The marked ‘‘N’’ and ‘‘C’’ denote the

N- and C-terminus of PHD, respectively. A small molecule, IP4, in the pocket of the PHD is marked. To see this figure in color, go online.
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intermolecular interactions (salt bridge, nonpolar, and
H-bond) in CaM-PHD complexes throughout the MD tra-
jectories (Tables S4 and S5) were analyzed for all configu-
rations. Here, the residue pairs are treated as interface
residues and considered effective and counted if they have
at least 50% occurrence. To corroborate the CaM-PHD
dimeric interface, we examined important residues involved
1998 Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021
in the dimeric complex. For instance, in Config. 1, salt
bridge formation between residues R74-E85, D58-R67,
E114-K14, E114-R25, E120-R25, E123-R23, K77-E85,
D2-R76, E84-R76, and E120-R23 (where the former
and latter residues denote CaM and PHD, respectively) re-
tains the dimeric interface. Also, nonpolar interactions be-
tween residues I9-M63, A73-M63, M124-I19, A128-I19,



FIGURE 3 Binding affinity of CaM-PHD. Using Matplotlib in Python,

the binding free energy for the CaM interaction with the Akt PHD during

the simulation for (A) Configs. 1–8 without IP4 and (B) Configs. 9–16

with IP4 has been plotted. In the box graphs, the triangle symbol and hor-

izontal line indicate the mean and median values, respectively, and the

box plots and error bars represent the percentage and the standard deviation,

respectively. To see this figure in color, go online.

TABLE 1 The change in binding free energy,DDGb, due to the

presence of IP4 in the CaM-PHD interaction

CaM-PHD complex

with IP4

CaM-PHD complex

without IP4

DDGb (kcal/mol)Config. DGb (kcal/mol) Config. DGb (kcal/mol)

9 13.66 1 �57.46 71.13

10 �8.73 2 �39.37 30.63

11 �6.19 3 �33.44 27.24

12 �47.46 4 �23.58 �23.88

13 �4.38 5 �37.14 32.76

14 �32.77 6 10.83 �43.61

15 �5.78 7 10.25 �16.04

16 �19.74 8 �16.53 �3.21

Binding free energy calculated by Eq. 3.

Association of Akt and calmodulin
M144-I19, L112-I84, F92-I84, G113-F55, M71-P68,
and L4-M63 contributed to the complex formation. Polar in-
teractions between residues T5-Q61, T70-T65, Q143-Y18,
and Q3-Q61 and a hydrogen bond between A128-Y18
appear to strongly contribute to the CaM-PHD association.
Similar analyses were performed for the remaining com-
plexes. In Config. 4, although both salt-bridge and nonpolar
interactions contribute to the binding, we observe no polar
interactions and H-bond formations between CaM and the
PHD, which may have led to a decrease in the overall bind-
ing strength. For the collapsed CaM without IP4 (Configs. 6,
7, and 8), salt bridges and nonpolar and polar interactions
contribute to the binding energy. H-bonds are observed in
Configs. 6 and 8, but not Config. 7. It came as no surprise
that in Config. 9 (IP4 form of Config. 1) with fewer H-bonds,
nonpolar and polar interactions and salt bridges are lost,
suggesting that IP4 contributed to weakening the interaction.
Further still, in Configs. 10 and 11, salt bridges and nonpolar
interactions occur. Polar interactions are observed in Config.
10, but not in Config. 11, and both contain no H-bonds, also
indicating that IP4 disrupted the interaction. For Configs. 12
and 13, there is no loss of salt bridges, H-bonds, and
nonpolar and polar interactions; however, in Config. 12,
although polar interactions and H-bonds occur, these inter-
actions are lost in Config. 4. Finally, Configs. 14, 15, and
16 retain a greater number of salt bridges, H-bonds, and
nonpolar and polar interactions compared with Configs. 6,
7, and 8, respectively, hence decreasing their binding free
energies. This decrease in binding free energy between the
collapsed CaM and PHD suggests that IP4 plays an infinites-
imal role in disrupting the interactions but may contribute to
the binding energy. This observation was also not surprising
because the binding pocket of IP4 in the PHD is oriented
differently from the binding region of the collapsed CaM.
Taken together, we hypothesize that IP4 can weaken the
interaction between the extended CaM-PHD complex,
whereas IP4 is unlikely to disrupt the interaction between
a collapsed CaM-PHD complex.

Some common salt bridges were found in the following
pairs of configurations: Config. 1 and Config. 2 (E114-
R23), Config. 1 and Config. 3 (R74-E85, E123-R23,
E120-R23), and Config. 1 and Config. 5 (E114-K14,
E114-R25). Interestingly, no common salt bridges were
found among the complexes, which may be attributed to
different conformations of predicted docked structures.
Additionally, comparing the complex without IP4 and with
IP4 pairs (Tables S4 and S5), we observed the following:
for Config. 1, there are 10 salt bridges, all of which are
lost in Config. 9; for Config. 2, there are three salt bridges,
whereas in Config. 10, there are two salt bridges, and no
common salt bridges were found between them. In Config.
3 and Config. 11, three common salt bridges are found
(K115-E40, E114-R25, and E127-R69), and there are nine
Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021 1999
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salt bridges in Config. 3 compared with Config. 11, which
has four salt bridges.
To what extent do the interface residues of CaM-
PHD complexes correspond to the NMR chemical
shift data?

We observed a significant number of residues that correlate
with the experimental NMR data observations (23,31). For
instance, upon titration of CaM’s N-lobe into Akt-PHD, res-
idues R16, I19, T21, V45, N53, T82, I103, T105, V106,
D108, K111, T82, and W80 in the PHD showed large chem-
ical shift changes. Titration of CaM’s C-lobe into the Akt
PHD led to noticeable chemical shift changes for residues
including K14, R15, G16, I19, T21, W22, R23, V45, E49,
and N53. To complement the NMR CSPs, we calculated
the backbone amide CSPs for the PHD residues using the
SHIFTX2 program (61). The program uses the protein coor-
dinates as input to predict the backbone and side-chain 1H,
13C, and 15N chemical shifts for proteins. The best represen-
tative models of the CaM-PHD complex, Configs. 1, 2, 3,
and 5, were subject to the CSP calculations. In the PHD,
many residues exhibit perturbations upon binding to CaM
(Fig. 4). Among the residues with >0.1 ppm, R15, G16,
Y26, G37, D44, V45, Q59, and W80 significantly contribute
to the interaction with CaM, consistent with the NMR CSPs.
Also, in CaM, hydrophobic residues or the methyl group
(CH3) of Met, M36, M51, M71, M72, M76, M109, M124,
M144, and M145 located in the C-terminal lobe within the
hydrophobic patch contributed to Akt-PHD binding. The
NMR experiments also affirmed that the Akt PHD engages
both lobes of CaM, with CaM’s N-lobe recognizing the loop
connecting b6 and b7, whereas the C-lobe tends to bind to
the loop connecting b1 and b2 (31). Assessing our predicted
complex for the occurrence of these residues in the inter-
faces, several residues were found within the interfaces
that agreed with the NMR data (23,31) (see Tables S4 and
S5). For example, in Config. 1, we found salt bridge forma-
tion between the residues E114-K14, E114-R25, and E84-
R76; nonpolar interactions between the residue pairs
M124-I19, M144-I19, and M71-P68; and an H-bond be-
tween A128 and Y18. Similarly, for Config. 3, we also
observe nonpolar interactions between the following pairs
of residues: M109-I19, M144-I19, M145-I19, M72-W80,
M76-W80, and F92-I19. Altogether, the occurrence of these
residues in the interfaces of the predicted complexes con-
firms our predicted models. Correspondingly, I19 and Y18
in the Akt PHD were greatly involved in nonpolar and polar
interactions, respectively. The involvements of I19 and Y18
in these atomic interactions were unsurprising because they
are located within the loop connecting b1 and b2. The aro-
matic residue W80, located in the loop connecting b6 and
b7, was significantly involved in nonpolar interactions
with several CaM residues, M71, M51, and L69. An aro-
matic residue like Trp has a high tendency to anchor to hy-
2000 Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021
drophobic regions of CaM. Taken together, these analyses
showed that Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5 are especially good
models for further studies to elucidate the association be-
tween CaM and the PHD.

In a similar vein, we identified and mapped the interface
residues of our best complex model using the best represen-
tative structures from the MD simulations. The goal was to
evaluate the selected complex configurations and determine
their agreements with the NMR data (23,31). Snapshots rep-
resenting the conformations of the best configurations of
CaM-PHD dimeric complexes (Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5)
without IP4 are illustrated in Fig. 5. We use our HotPoint
server (66) to extract these interface residues. Consistent
with the NMR data, for Config. 1, we again observe the
occurrence of the residues K14, R15, E17, Y18, I19, K20,
R23, and R25 at the Akt PHD interface, whereas in CaM,
M71, E114, M124, M144, M145, and A147 also occur at
the interface (Table 2). The occurrence of CSP residues
from the NMR experiments is observed in the remaining
configurations. We observed that the b-sheets in the Akt
PHD, especially b1, b2, b6, and b7, and the loops that con-
nect them are significantly involved in binding CaM,
whereas the N- and C-terminal lobes and the central linker
of CaM are required for Akt-PHD binding. Taken together,
the MD simulations indicate that the binding of CaM to the
Akt PHD is thermodynamically stable but differs from
CaM’s typical binding mode, which usually involves helical
regions (67,68).
Clustering CaM-PHD dimeric complexes

Using Chimera (60), the ensembles of the CaM-PHD com-
plex conformation were clustered. For Config. 1, the top
cluster 1 contains 2070 members, which corresponds to a
probability, p ¼ 0.21 (21%), that is 2070 out of the total
10,000 frames. Also, for Configs. 2, 3, and 5 in cluster 1,
there were 1380, 2050, and 980 members corresponding
to 14, 21, and 10%, respectively. The structures for each
configuration’s best-approximated representative clusters
for Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, which were selected as our
best models based on our criteria, are presented in Fig. 6.
For a comparison purpose, we also collected the structures
for the other models, Configs. 4, 6, 7, and 8, in Fig. S5.
Based on the information obtained from the clustering
coupled with conformational analyses, we propose and pre-
sent the favorable configurations for CaM binding to the Akt
PHD. We deduce that both the N-lobe and C-lobe, as well as
the central linker of CaM, are vital for Akt-PHD binding.
However, although the tightly bound C-lobe and the central
linker of CaM may be enough for Akt-PHD binding, the
N-lobe alone is not enough, with the weak binding rapidly
dissociating when IP4 is loaded onto the PHD. To observe
the conformational changes for configurations with and
without IP4, we aligned the top two cluster representatives
for selected models (Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5) (Fig. S6). We



FIGURE 4 The calculated amide CSPs for the

PHD residues in the CaM-PHD configurations (Con-

figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5). The 1H, 13C, and 15N chemical

shifts were computed by the SHIFTX2 program

(65). The combined CSPs for the PHD over the

CaM-PHD complex trajectory and the PHD alone

trajectory were computed during the MD simula-

tions utilizing the equation Dppm ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðDdHNÞ2 þ ðDdNaNÞ2

q
, where dHN and dN indicate

the 1H and 15N chemical shift difference, in the order

given between the CaM-PHD and the PHD trajec-

tories. A scaling factor, aN ¼ 0.17, was applied to

the difference in 15N chemical shift. To see this

figure in color, go online.

Association of Akt and calmodulin
observed significant conformational rearrangements of CaM
in the complex due to the presence of IP4 in the PHD.
PCA of CaM-PHD dimeric complexes

Deploying Bio-3D (64), an R package for comparative anal-
ysis of protein structures, the PCA plots were obtained for
all models using the simulation trajectories. PCA is a widely
established multivariate method utilized to reduce the num-
ber of dimensions that are required to describe the dynamics
of protein via a decomposition process that filters observed
dynamics from the largest to the smallest spatial scales (69).
PCA extracts the most essential elements in the data by us-
ing a covariance matrix or a correlation matrix (hereafter
called C-matrix) constructed from atomic coordinates that
describe the protein’s accessible degree of freedom, such
as the Cartesian coordinates that define atomic displace-
ments in each conformation in the trajectory (70). Addition-
ally, an eigenvalue decomposition of the C-matrix usually
results in a complete set of orthogonal collective modes
(eigenvectors), where each eigenvector constitutes a corre-
sponding eigenvalue (variance), which characterizes a
Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021 2001



FIGURE 5 The best conformations of the CaM-PHD complex. Snap-

shots representing the best conformations of the CaM-PHD complex—Con-

figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, without IP4—are given. In the solid ribbon presentation

of the secondary structure, the PHD and CaM are colored light blue and red,

respectively. Ca2þ is colored gray and depicted as a sphere. The interface

residues between the CaM and PHD are colored cyan and listed in Table

2. To see this figure in color, go online.
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portion of the motion, where larger eigenvalues describe
motions on larger spatial scales (71). For protein structural
analysis, PCA transforms atomic coordinates into a few
PCs (usually two or three) that represent directions where
the structure set displays the largest collective variances.
Of principal importance, PCA generates a conformer plot
that permits interpreting interconformer relationships.
Also, a scree plot, which displays the eigenvalues arranged
TABLE 2 Interface reside of top must cluster of the best models, C

CaM-PHD

complex CaM

Config. 1 L4, T5, E6, Q8, I9, A57, E67, T70, M71, A73, M76, K77, L

L112, G113, E114, K115, L116, T117, E119, E120, E123,

A128, V136, F141, M144, M145, A147, K148

Config. 2 A1, D2, M51, E54, V55, T70, M71, R74, K75, K77, D80, S8

E87, A88, V91, F192, I100, L105, V108, M109, L112, E114

I125, E127, A128, V136, F141, M144, M145, A147

Config. 3 E7, I9, D50, N53, E54, V55, D56, A57, D58, G59, D64,

E67, L69, T70, R74, I85, E87, A88, V91, F92, L105, V1

L112, G113, E114, K115, L116, E120, M124, M144, M145

Config. 5 A1, D2, D80, S81, E84, I85, E87, A88, V91, F92, K94, I100

M109, T110, N111, L112, G113, E114, K115, L116, M124

V136, F141, M144, M145

Of note, these interface residues were obtained within 4 Å distance.
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in descending order, can be utilized to determine significant
PCs that capture domain collective variances in the structure
set. PCA also outputs a representation of the collective
structure motions captured by the top PCs, which are often
related to the protein function (72). The PCA examines the
relationship between the various conformations sampled
over a subset of the trajectory of 500–1000 ns (6000 frames)
using the Ca atoms of all models of CaM-PHD complexes
(265 Ca atoms) without IP4 (Figs. 7 and S7). Using hierar-
chical clustering in Bio-3D (64), we generated the PC1 vs.
PC2 conformer plot, scree plot, and the collective motion
defined by PC1 for all models without IP4 to depict impor-
tant variations or conformational changes in the CaM-PHD
dimeric complex. For the best models (Configs. 1, 2, 3, and
5), the PC1 vs. PC2 conformer plot of Config. 1 account for
over 46% of the variance; likewise, Config. 2, 3, and 5 plots
account for over 59, 43, and 45% of the variance, respec-
tively (Fig. 7). Similarly, for the less favorable models, the
PC1 vs. PC2 plots of Configs. 4, 6, 7, and 8 account for
over 57, 62, 79, and 48%, respectively (Fig. S7), with Con-
fig. 7 capturing most of the variation or essential dynamics.
The scree plots showed the eigenvalues arranged in de-
scending order for all models. For instance, the eigenvalues
of the scree plot for Config. 1 descended from 89.2 to 36.5.
The collective motion defined by PC1 presented the CaM-
PHD complex structure colored by the B-factor, represent-
ing the similar ensembles of the conformations as observed
in cluster 1 by Chimera. These conformer plots, scree plots,
and collective motions defined by PC1 for all eight models
that were sampled throughout the simulations succinctly un-
covered important conformational variations or essential
dynamics for CaM-PHD dimer association.
DISCUSSION

Activation of Akt, the paradigmatic lipid-activated kinase, is
crucial for modulating apoptosis, cell proliferation, and
oncogenesis. Akt activation is a fairly common tumorigenic
occurrence in many cancer types such as breast cancer
onfigs. 1, 2, 3, and 5
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FIGURE 6 The best-approximated representative clusters of the CaM-PHD complex for Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5. Conformation of the best-approximated

representative clusters of each model. The top five cluster representatives of best model for Config. 1 were defined with probabilities p ¼ 0.21, 0.18, 0.12,

0.10, and 0.08 for clusters 1–5, respectively. For Config. 2, p¼ 0.14, 0.10, 0.09, 0.07, and 0.06; for Config. 3, p¼ 0.21, 0.10, 0.09, 0.08, and 0.07; for Config.

5, p ¼ 0.10, 0.09, 0.07, 0.61, and 0.06 for clusters 1–5, respectively. The ensemble clustering was based on pairwise best-fit RMSD values, which returns the

clusters, their sizes, and their conformational representatives. To see this figure in color, go online.

Association of Akt and calmodulin
(3,18,25). Like other AGC kinases, Akt possesses an N-ter-
minal PHD, which shares similar structural features with
hundreds of analogs in mammals and bacteria (73–75).
The PHD of Akt plays a critical role in recruiting Akt to
the plasma membrane for activation. The Akt PHD interacts
with PIP3, a small signaling phospholipid localized on the
inner leaflet of the plasma membrane (3,18,24). Akt translo-
cation to the plasma membrane—an event that triggers its
subsequent phosphorylation and activation—was proposed
to be regulated by PS (32) to promote binding of the Akt
PHD to PIP3. A study by Lucic et al. (27) suggested that
Akt phosphorylation and activation by association with
membrane lipids are mutually independent. The study
further proposed that, in the absence of PIP3 Akt is dephos-
phorylated—an event enhanced by interaction between its
kinase domain and the PHD—an interaction that leads to
Akt autoinhibition (27). Recent investigations have also
suggested that pSer473-Akt activation may be driven by
interplay between the PHD and kinase domain linker that re-
lieves PHD-mediated Akt autoinhibition. In that proposed
mechanism, twofold phosphorylation at Ser477/Thr479
activated Akt through allosteric mechanisms involving acti-
vation loop interaction, which relieves the autoinhibition by
the PHD and weakens PIP3 affinity (29). Finally, another
proposed mechanism posited that Akt activation in breast
cancer involves interaction between its PHD and the dumb-
bell-shaped CaM (4,37). Disruption of the CaM-PHD asso-
ciation by an Akt antagonist inhibited CaM-PHD
recruitment to the plasma membrane and resulted in cell
death in mammary carcinoma (4). Collectively, several
mechanisms for Akt translocation to the plasma membrane
and activation have been proposed. Here, we established via
Biophysical Journal 120, 1994–2008, May 18, 2021 2003



FIGURE 7 PCA for the best models. PC1 vs. PC2 conformer plot for Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5 shows five distinct clusters obtained via hierarchical clustering

(hc, k ¼ 5, left panels), the eigenvalue scree plot (middle panels), and the collective motion for the CaM-PHD complex defined by PC1 representing the

structure colored by B-factor or temperature factor (right panels). In the B-factor structure, blue and red denote atoms with low and high-temperature values,

respectively, and light blue, white, and pink denote intermediate temperature values. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Association of Akt and calmodulin
MD simulations the detailed intermolecular interaction be-
tween CaM and the Akt PHD and the consequences of the
IP4 interaction, thereby clarifying the mechanism of recruit-
ment to, and release at, the plasma membrane.

Calcium binding triggers conformational changes in CaM
that expose hydrophobic residues enabling binding to cyto-
solic target proteins, including partners that are implicated
in controlling cell shape and migration (76) and different
targets (77). Computational modeling supported by NMR
established that CaM uses its lobes for binding to the hyper-
variable region and the catalytic domain of K-Ras (78) and
the cSH2 and nSH2 domains of p85a, the regulatory subunit
of PI3Ka (79). In the Ca2þ bound state, electrostatics alters
CaM conformational distributions and dynamics (80), and
ensemble analyses with ClustENM (81) showed that
CaM’s C-lobe has greater mobility compared with the
N-lobe. Genetic analysis and protein coprecipitation indi-
cated that the CaM binding segment on Akt is within the
first 42 residues (82), which forms a three-stranded b-sheet.
CaM binding to the b-sheet is, however, rare because CaM
binding fragments often populate a-helical regions (67,68).
Usually, CaM binding segments on target proteins are
�15–20 residues, are hydrophobic/nonpolar with a basic
character, and have a high tendency to form an a-helix
(68,83). The NMR experiments (23,31), as well as our
MD simulations, do not point to an a-helical region. The
NMR data (23,31) and our simulations clearly showed that
CaM interaction with the Akt PHD involves b-sheets and
the loops that connect them. A similar binding mode has
been observed for CaM and the Itk PHD. Itk (interleukin-
2-inducible tyrosine kinase) belongs to the Tec kinase fam-
ily (84). Also, a more recent study that aimed to investigate
the direct interaction between CaM and the growth receptor
bond 7 (Grb7) protein showed that CaM interacts with the
PHD of Grb7 (85). There, CaM’s peculiar binding motif
was mapped to the b-sheet and not an a-helical region
(85). The NMR CSP data for the Akt PHD indicated that
it interacts with CaM via the b1-b2 and b6-b7 loops (31).
The Itk PHD interacts with CaM via b3-b4 and b5-b6 loops
(84). Altogether, in Akt, Itk, and Grb7, the mode of PHDs
binding to CaM deviates from that involving helical struc-
tures. Here, our modeling and simulation results indicate
the CaM-PHD association being thermodynamically stable
and being maintained by strong intermolecular H-bonds,
salt bridges, and polar and nonpolar interactions. CaM con-
tains nine critical Met residues located in the N-lobe, the
central a-helix, and the C-lobe. Met residues M109,
M124, M144, and M145 in the CaM C-lobe form a hydro-
phobic region essential for hydrophobic interaction with
the hydrophobic residues I19, W22, and W80 in the PHD.
Based on the MD trajectories analyses, we propose four
models for dimeric representations of CaM-PHD associa-
tion. We observe that the C-lobe of CaM is critical for the
binding. The central helix region and the weakly binding
N-lobe of CaM also play a role in binding, especially in
the absence of IP4. When IP4 is loaded onto the PHD,
the interactions between CaM-PHD become weaker; the
N-lobe of CaM easily dissociates when IP4 interferes with
the interaction at the C-lobe of CaM, hence weakening the
overall interactions. We cluster the trajectories and present
the most populated state for each proposed model and
the key interactions that are essential for maintaining the
dimeric complexes.
CONCLUSION

Akt activation mechanisms have been proposed. Here, we
provide detailed conformational views into how CaM binds
to the Akt PHD at the atomic level and the involvement of
IP4 in the CaM-PHD complex, which weakens or partially
displaces CaM. Akt is recruited to the plasma membrane
by specific interactions between its PHD and CaM and
PIP3, a phospholipid found in the plasma membrane that
serves as the docking site of Akt (18,24). The binding
mode of CaM to the Akt PHD was established by NMR ex-
periments, and the observations by both the NMR and our
simulations deviate from CaM’s typical binding mode, which
usually involves a-helices (67,68). Our results suggest that
CaM binds to the b-sheets in the Akt PHD, which is rare,
but such binding has been reported by another NMR study
as well, in which CaM bound to the Itk PHD (84). Mechanis-
tically, CaM’s N- and C-terminal lobes and the central linker
simultaneously engage the Akt PHD. The Akt PHD binds to
one end of CaM, especially the C-lobe, and induces confor-
mational rearrangements engaging the central linker and the
N-lobe. Further, our docking and simulation results enable us
to select and propose four models (Configs. 1, 2, 3, and 5) of
CaM-PHD dimeric complexes, showing the b-sheets in the
Akt PHD binding to CaM. A high percentage of the NMR
chemical shift residues were observed in the interface, and
most of these residues play an important role in maintaining
the dimeric CaM-PHD complex. The most populated state of
each proposed model, as well as key intermolecular interac-
tions that are cardinal to maintain the dimeric complex CaM-
PHD, is presented. Also, the PC1 vs. PC2 conformer plots,
scree plots, and collective motions defined by PC1 for all
eight models succinctly revealed essential conformational
changes or essential dynamics that were sampled throughout
the MD simulations.

Our models reveal how IP4 acts by weakening or partially
displacing CaM, thereby revealing the detailed molecular
basis of Akt translocation, phosphorylation, and activation.
They may also serve as a guide for future research on
CaM-PHD association or serve as a basis for drug develop-
ment to disrupt the CaM-PHD complex.
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